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1 

2 

3 to order. 

2 

P R 0 C E E D I N G S 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: The meeting will please come 

4 The Commission meets this afternoon to discuss the 

5 Policy and Planning Guidance document which we asked the 

.6 Office of Policy Evaluation to prepare. I understand that 

7 in past years the Comm~ssion has evolved such a document to 

a provide guidance to the staff for budget preparation 

9 purposes. 

10 In addition, the document has also served as 

11 management guidance on issues of major importance to the 

12 Commission. 

. 13 I strongly support the need f6r such a document • 

14 The draft before us. ieflects my initial. views concerning 

15 policy matters whi~h are of particular importance. It also 

16 reflects my concern that the document be reasonably concise 

17 and recognizes that not every aspect of NRC's mission will 

18 be covered. 

19 I would like to determine during ·the course of 

20 :this meeting: whether the current. draft covers the policies 

21 and plans which the Commission feels are appropriate for the 

22 document. I vould al.so like to determine if the time. that 

23 it wil.l take.to review the document: by individual 

24 Commissioners will per~it·us to publish the final version by 

25 the early part of January. 
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1 I thought we might proceed as follows: I would. 

2 turn. the· meeting over to the Director of OPE. to highlight 

3 the major features· of the, document, since the document was 

4 prepared by OPE~ then ask the Commissioners to highlight 

3 

5 their comments~ W~.have received comments from Commissioner 

6 Ahearne and fro~ Commissioner Bradford. Except for about 

7 three questions I find them very constructive and I would 

a have little difficulty' in accomodating to them. 

9 Then, I might ask the EDO for comments on the 

10 docum~nt as he sees it. So, unless there are other points 

11 that ought to. be covered I suggest· we turn it over. to OPE. 

12 

13 o •clock. 

14 

15 

I would like to set a target of adjourning by 4 

MR •. RE~ICK~ Thank you~ Mr. Chairma~~ 

The OPE ~pproached the preparatidn·of the initial 

16 draft o.f the Policy and. Planning Guidance document in a 

17 slightly different fas.hion tha·n0 I believe was done 

18 previously. I am.told that last year the initial draft was 

19 prepared directly in conjunction with the staff and after 

. 20 individual ·meetings· with each. of the Commissioners. 

21 This year, as you indicated, the Chairman 

22 requested that we prepare a draft based on topics which were 

23 deemed of specific interest and importance. 

24 If one looks at the docum~nt we sent up, of course 

25 the PPG.itself is c6ntained in Tab A, and one of th~ fiist 
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1·thinqs I.would. highl.ight is the fact.that it is.being 

2 entitled, "Policy and, Pl.anning Guidance" instead of "Policy 

,..._ ____ c-=--· _3-P1~nning. and Program Guidance." Specifically, the draft 

-- -·-4 -points: out that the Executive Dire.ctor of Opera.tions wo ul.d 

5 pr.o.vid·e program guidance as necessary, consistent. with the 

6 Policy and Planning Guidance. 

7 There are five majoc topics that are oul.ined in 

-a the draft, near-term licensing problems and responses; 
-~~--.--. 

~getting control requirements~ streamlining the licensing 

-10 process• supporting•new•initiatives, and other important 

11 steps. Of course, some of these have sub-topics that are 

12 associated with them • 

13 . The PPG is more brief than. last year,. and this is 

14 in keeping. w,ith the Chairman's·-request, and it is. con~istent · 

15 with· the thought of. perhaps· issuing this to all NRc· 

16 employees, keeping it· as short as possible. 

17 Under Tab B. is· a proposed· draft memo which would 

·1a distribute the PPG to the NRC employees,. and it includes 

19 encouragement for the staff to implement the PPG in a timely 

20 fashion. It encourages supervisors· to ·pay specific 

21 attention to personnel.· managemewnt issues, and· encourages 

22 people to use administrative support services in an 

23 efficient manner to assist the staff in carrying out their 

. 24 duties •. 

25 Under Tab C is a proposed schedule for possible 
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1 Commission action.that-would enabl.e the documents·to·be 

2 distributed in final. form in January of 1982, and then, 

3 under Tab D are the proposed major elements of a tracking 

4 system. which vould enabl.e the staff . to keep the Commission 

5 brief~d on the status of some of the major elements in the 

6 PPG. 

7 Actually, under Tab D t·here are two compo.nents, 

a Attachment 2 under Tab D is a .draft from the EDO 

9 recommending various items that sh.ould .be tracked, and 

10 Attachment 1 is. an OPE recommendation of major elements to 

11 be.tracked.which includ~- some of th~ recommendations of the 

12 EDO but a1~6;incorporates~ some of the items that are 

13 specifica11Y.' in· the _PPG. 

14. The only othe.r comment r woul.d make, joining me 

1&today.is George Eysymontt who was instrumental in assisting 

16 in drafting the document. that you have. 

17 COMMISSIONER AHEARN~: I would.1.ike to make a 

5 

18 comment.. I have to complement you, Joe. This is a subject 

19 which has al.ways been very dear to my heart, but I was never 

20 able to get television cameras in for the Policy and 

~ Training Guide. 

22 

23 

24 

25 

(Laughter.) 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Maybe PPG sounds like PG&E. 

(Laughter.) 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Do you have more? 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, 
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1 ·COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I have a couple: more 

2 substantive comments. 

3 CHAIRHAN PALLADINO: We11,. we have received 

4 comments from Commissio~ei Ahearne and from Commissioner 

5 Bradford. They were £airly ex~ensive and I.think on the 

. 6 whole very good. · I hope. we can get the· detailed ccmmen ts 

7 incorporated in· the. draft. 

8 There ar&·a few places where.the comm~nts may be 

9 defle.cting, but I. think that can. be worked out. But I 

10 thought· you· might highlight what the major features of your 

11 ~omments are. 

12 COMMISSIONER. AHEARNE: All. rlgh t. 

13 CHAIRMAN· PALLADilfO:. Then I will. ask. Commissioner 

14 Bradford. and· Commissioner. Roberts to do the same. 

15 COKftISSIONER- AHEARNE:. Two. general. comments. One 
' ' 

16 which was not. mentioned, .which. is that I really. am very glad 

17 that the.Chairman is. very interested in this. I think that 

18 gettinq this_ kind of a document out to. the staff serves an 

19 extremely useful purpose not just in budget-preparation but 

20 more specificall~y in telling. the ave rall. agency what it is 

21 the Commission b~lieves are important· items •. 

22 Under the reorganization plan this is even more 

23 impbrtant because one of the areas that the Commission is 

24 supposed to fo~us on· is Policy Guidarice. So, this is an 

25 extremely important document for the Com~ission to.draw 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, 
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1 attention to. 

·2 Now, the.two criticisms I had - sort of general 

3,ones - in which I tried to.make adjustments ~n som~ of the 

4 comments.were, first, while recognizing the va1ue cf 

,5 focusing on a selected set of topics and not disagreeing 

7 

a· with most of those topics as being the ones on which primary 

7 emphasis should be.placed, I still believe that we ought to 

a somehow· get a· message to the employees of the agency that in 

9 spita of their. area not being mentioned here· does not mean 

10 that it is not important. 

11 I am afraid that this could be read as· saying that 

12 as far as the Commission is concerned only those areas 

13 mentioned here are rea11r important. Parti.cularly since the 

14'emphasis here will be to·make sure every employee· gets it -

15 and I think that is a good·· idea - I think it would be very 

16 difficult for our employees in the other areas to read this 

17 and not come away with the conclusion that what they are 

18 working in is just unimportant •. 

19 It would be· hard to maintain high, morale, it would 

20 be hard. to maintain· the pressure of work and keeping up with 

21 that.work in the absence of some kinds of words - and I have 

22 tried to draft some. The ones I have put in are not well 

23 drafted, I recognize that, and I woul.d encourage. the OPE to 

24 try_. to adjust that if the Commission agrees· with trying to 

25 put in somethinq like that. 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, 
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1 CHAIBMAN PALLADINO; I think that is a very 

2 valuable· comment. I think Commissioner Bradford had· maybe 

3.in a different sense the same comment on the inclusion of 

4 your items. I think we certainly should do that. 

8 

5 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: The other concern I had was 

6 in the emphasis on improving the way we handle requla tions 

7 and the· licensing process. There is a danqer of qetting the 

a wrong messaqe - as at least certainly Peter recognizes, 

~ there are many times that he and I have had stronq 

10 ·disagreements on steps. we miqht take in. the licensing 

11 process. So, I have certainly been very interested in 

12·making it more effective and improving it in many ways. 

13 . But I think that one could get a flavor. which I am 

. 14· sure was not intended: that what. we are interested in: is 

15 streamlining it to make it a prG forma review in order.to 

16 maxi~ize the number of license~ that we can issue -

17 streamlining it to the extent th~t the rev1ew of ·safety 

18 could.be somehow put aside and made secondary. 

19 So, I have tried to modify to some extent, just to 

w make sure that message does not come across because there 

~.are many people in the staff who reall~ ~ill try very hard 

22 to. fol.low· what they see is the intent that the Commission 

'23· has placed on this. If it can be read in a direction that 

24 is·not the direction we would like it .to go, then I· think 

25 ought to make sure.that we write it so·it cannot be read 

. ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, 
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1 that way. 

2 That was.the second.point. 

3 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I think those are both very 

4 valid comments. . I· th-ink your suggestions on how they might 

5 be corrected ~il.l help OPE to make sure tha: t _we do not 

6 overl.ook any of these•-

·7 MR. REMICK: Absolutely. I think it is extremely 

8 helpful to have the wri·tten suggestions. 

9. CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Peter, would you like to 

-10 highlight the essence of your comments? 

11 COMMISSIONER.BRADFORD: . I think my concerns are 

1.2 the same as John.•s. There is not a great deal -in the draft 

13 PPG that, I disagree with, al though· I- -would reformulate some· 

14·: of it• But . there are .a number· of. things.· that. are no.t · 

· 15: included in it tha:t ·I think are very important "to get' in.: 
. . 

16 I do th·ink that the two documents side. by· sid·e,. 

17 last ~ear's and this year•s, do leave an unfortun~te sense 

18 of tilt aw~y from the aspects of last year·~ document that 

19.tried.to keep a balance between concern about 

20' over-regulation on the. one hand .. and safety on. the othe.r. 

21 As I indicated in my memo, there are a couple that 

_22 I .feel· pretty strongly about• But I certainly do _not have a 

23 problem with strengthening the concerns regarding 

e 24 6ver-regul.a tion as .. long as we keep the-right balance. 
-· 

25 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:- I certainly agree that we 

. ALDERSON REPORTIN~ COMPANY, INC, 
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1 have to keep a reasona~le balance. As a matter of fact, 

2 when I read it I sort of felt it may have leaned over 

3 back~ards more than we should h~ve in stressing the easing 

.4 in the regulatory proces~ an~ not enough emphasis on th~ 

5 sa£ety aspect. 

6 So, I think these corrections are quite in keeping 

7 with both. the past practice and W:ha t we ought to do. 

8 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE1 I would like to make two 

9 other comments if L could~ One, I certainly ag.ree with -

10 dropping the programming side. We have always had 

11 difficulty trying to get there, and I think under the 

12 reorganization plan. the programming - side. is much more 

13 appropriately left out of a document that is a Commission 

14. document •. 
. .. . . 

15 The· second, I· do not~_ for.· myself see - I do not 

16 have great concern if it dces not.track to6 exactly the 

17 previous year •s vers.ion, even though I. have. liked the 
I 

18 previous year's version. But· there is basically a change in -

19 leadership of the agency and it does not therefore make .me 

20 too ~pset thai a ne~ document-coming out with a new set of 

. 21 leaders is going to be different from last year's. 

22 COMMISSIONER. BRAD·FORD 1 I agree with that, both 

23 because of changes in personnel and also because 

24 circumstances themselves change, particular policies become 

25 programs. One· hopes, even, that from. time to time things· 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, 
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1 get resolved. 

2 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Not on the time scale of an 

-3 individual Commissioner. 

4 

5 

6 

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: That is probably :tigh·t. 

(Laughter •. ) 

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD~ But at the same time there 

7 arw soma.more general tbemes that have been in the 

a proceeding, a couple of iterations that I would not drop 

~without makin~ sure that· we kne~·what:was meant: by dropping 

10 them, and also· just. exactly what was· taking . their place. 

11 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I pres.ume OPE has copies of 

12 rour de~ailed. recommendations. 

13 

14. 

MR. REMICK:· Yes. 

CHA:IRMAN PALLADINO: And on the insertions. . If 

15 they" have· any> questions, I .. think,: they can work that out. 

16 MR •. REMICK: . I. would assume that the Commission 

17 supports~the concept of 2A-2C, which it seems to me the most 

18 appropriate thing· to .. have in. 

19 

20 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Yes. 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I do have three questions 

21 that were raised in reading the comments, but I thought I 

22 would defer . them and give Commissioner Roberts a chance kand 

23 the EDO a chance to comment. 

. 24 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: I have no specific 

25 comments. But the lack of any specific. comments does not 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, 
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1 indicat_e in any way my· lack of interest or the importance 

2 that I attach to this. But I ha v.e ·no specific comments • 

.3 . CHAIRMAN PALLADINO; Bill~ have you had a chance 

4 to 1o~k at the document? 

5 MR. DIRCKS: We have qone over it and in general. 

6 we do not have any major problems. W~ have some questions 

7 of interpretation of, say, the rule of, for example, the 

a Generic Requirements Review Committee. But I think we can 

9 straighten that out in providing. detailed language. 

10 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD~ .Bill, does "we" in.this 

11 one. include the EDO, the staff in.general? 

12 

13 

MR.: DIRCKS: Yes. 

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD~ ·Row bro~d is that? 

14 KR. DIRCKS;. The office· directors have seen it, 

15 but we hav• not ~one over it in detail with the office 

16 dir~ctors. Ve have gotten some preliminary comments back 

17 from them. 

12 

18 We have, for exa'mple·, in· the waste: management area 

19 Jack Martin's view, and I think we have some comments on 

20 dates leaving us some flexibility on dates. 

21 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Do you intend to· get 

22 detailed comments from the office directorsf 

23 MR. DIRCKS: I do not. know how· much more detail .. we 

24 need. I think w• have gotten H•rold's view, and I th~nk he 

25.has.conferr~d with his.people.· John Davis has done the 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, 
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1 same. ·So, I think we have a qood basis for getting comments 

2 back~ The.detailed·proqramming we can work out as we go 

3·into.that system. 

4 I think our: questions are on interpretation of 

5 some of ~he. br6ader.headings~ The role of project managers, 

6 I think is,. we .. have project managers and we woul.d. like to 

7 make· sure that we. have something similar to wha·t the 

a Commiss~on-may be intending in ·its write~up. 

9 We da vant to do something about dates to.make 

10 sure that we do-not have.too much of a discontinuity with 

11 the-on-going programs and we can adjust them to the main 

12 areas •. 

13 We do· have some questions on. the new 

14 organiza ti.onal element, the Generic Committee . versus the-

15 role of the new deputy~ versus responsibility of myself. 

~6 can give tht to OPE and we will work closel.y with. them. 

17 We will. try to at the same time gear up ~o think 

18 how· we can convert· this into programming. 

We 

19 COMHISSIONER BRADFORD: Do I understand correctly 

20 that your comments are not_ in this draft? 

21 MR.· DIRCKS: The comments that they have in our 

22 draft, I think, basicall.y are mine and Kevin's. We did not 

23 go down very much farther at this iteration. 

24 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Your comments are 

25 reflected,· though, in. the· draft we have seen. 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, 
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1 MR. DIRCKS: Yes. 

2 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Yours and Kevirr's, but not 

3 the of£ice:directors•. 

4 MR. DIRCKS: Not the office directors•. 

5 MR •. CORNELL1 There is also a fair ~mount of 

. 6 language in .. here that was not in the earlier draft·. that- we 

7 did comment on. 

8 MR. DIRCKS: There have bee~ changes, yes. 

9 MR. CORN.ELL: We saw an· earlier· draft. comment and 

10 this is a new, one· and we .. have not comme.nted on this one. 

11 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Do· you expect the schedule 

12 that OPE propose~: would have an OPE redraft by November 25 

13 that_ would require the ba·sis of comments? 

14 MR. DIRCKS: Oh, sure~ We would be able to do 

15 that.• I 
' 

16 CHAIRMAN.PALLADINO: Yes, I was hoping we al.I. 

17 could try to adhere· to the schedule. 

18 MR. DIRCKS: I think the best·way we can handle it 

19 is• if we just sit down with George and Forrest and work it 

20 out directly. Ve. have our. comments. A. lot of it may· be 

21 interpretation-of what di~ you mean here and how can we 

22 adjust the language to make sure that we know what is meant, 

23 clarity. 

24 CH~IR~A· PALLADINO: With respect to the comments 

25 that I .. received there were three topics I worild · ~ike to 

ALDERSON .REPORTING COMPANY, INC, 
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1 discuss for. just a few minutes. 

2 One had to do with - I guess it is page 3 - where 

3 a suggestion was made that we cross out reference to C1inch 

4 River Breeder licensing. Since that is an item that has 

5 been talked about a great dea1, both by the Executive 

6 Branch, by DOE and by the Congress, it seems. to me that some 

7 mewntio~ of it would be appropriateo 

8 No~, whether or not the thrust given on page 3 is 

9 the right one, but crossing· it out entirely would giv~ me a 

10,little bit· of a problem. 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I would not object to 

12.kee~ing. it.in in sometmodification. I would first make it a 

13 separate item. It links. here· directly to the operating 

14. plants·,· to. the -rest of them J it is es·sentially an equal 

15 level.. I did. nit. have· a chance to think of any better way, 

16 but I would not object to. including it with some 

17 modification. 

18 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Let's see, at least a 

19 couple of Commissioners have now requested a separate 

20 briefing· on Clinch River. I guess .we have not scheduled it 

21 yet. 

22 

• ·:~ J ! 

I do not mind having some mention of it in the 

23 document somewhere, but my inclination would be to keep it 

24 ~retty neutral. Until we.have had that briefing, I gu~ss I 

25 do not have a go9d feel for just what the resource 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, iNC, 
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1 implications of-~ commitment to have the HRC in no. way delay 

2 the Clinch River, licensing are. Whether, for example, that 

3 entails a.commitment to delay the licensing of plants that 

4 are ready to opetate; or.if it entails~ commitment to delay 

5 some other.programs; or whether th.at is-a commitment we can 

6 fulfill with our existing resources is important to know • 

7 . CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well, the word 

a "unnecessarily" delay, but there may be more. 

9 COP.11'HSSIONER BRAD:FORD:· I think that will be read 

10 to mean· unnec.essarily wi thi.n · the confines of that 

11 proceeding. Unless we.say more it~would not be read to mean 

12 unnecessarily relative. to other activities. 

13 CHAIBKAB. PALLADINO':- We will try· to work something' 

14 up vi.th· reqard to this. 

15 My second question, I think, relates to siting 

16 policy on page:15. I think both Commissioner Bradford and 

17 Commissioner Ahearne raised questions about the statement 

18 that says~ "Further, s~t~ng.regulations should take account 

19 of engineered ·safety. features." 

20 COMHISSIOKER AHEAaNE: Mine was more a question. 

21 The gue~tion was with respect to wheth~r that was an 

22 explicit policy that was in disagreement with the 

23 authorizing language which told us to develop·. it. ·This was 

24 the bill that was pas~ed. 

25 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Is it 1980? 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, ·· 
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1 COMMISSibNER AHEARNE: FY '80 Authorization Act. 

2 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Yours is a pretty firmly 

3 stated questio11, John.· 

4 (Laughter.) 

5 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE~ Yes~ It says the 

6 r.egulations, promulgated· pursuant to. this section. That is 

7 the one· that tells us to develop siting crit.eria. It says, 

a "It shali specify demographic criteria for facility siting" 

9 and· goes on, ... without regard to any design engineering or 

10 other- differences.!' 

11 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Peter, I think you have a 

12 com~ent.that says.that you·do not think,we should take this 

13· into account •. · 

14 COMIHSSIONER ·. BRA·D.FORD :. Weil, John 1 s question is a 

15 good one. Part of my concern was; that· I h~d ·a recollection 

. 16 which I· di.d not ·bother to' look up, that there - was a 

17 sta.tutory problem.-. 

18 Beyond tha.t, . though, I think we will. ul-tima tely 
' . . . .·- . . . -- .· . . 

19 want a sitipg_policy that ior new reacto~s really is that, a 

20 siting polic.y, irrespective of_. improved fea tu.res. within . the . 

21 plant,· at least ones that I know· anything about,· unless 

22 somebody' _is. talking about something like undergrounding 

~which really simply says· that there won't be any release • 

24 So~ ~ith regard to.some of the older plants I am 

25-sure judgments about engineering features w11i have to be 
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1 made. But I would be inclined to shy awat from ha~ing a 

2 .siting. policy that. varied .a. great· deal: wath the kind Of 

3 equipment that was in the plant. 

4 CHA.IRMAN PALLADINO: I have a little. problem with 

5 both of these comments becaus~ even in the-siting rule that 

6. was under development now there - w.ere assump.tions;. specific 

7 assumptions, made about the engineered sa-fety features that 

a were going to be in the plant. 

9. COMBISSIONER BRADFORDi ·Can.you give me an 

10 example, Joe? 

11 CHAIBMA~ PALLADINO: Oh~ tes, they presumed 

12 containment; they presumed CCS. 

13. COM~ISSIONER BRA~FORDi Well, of course. 

14 CHAIRMAN' PALLADINO: . Well,. if you postulate you · 

15. are not going to have then.,, then you can·. hardly site any of 
16 these plants anyway •. 

17 As a matte of £act, they postulate the current 

18 best data. 

19 . COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Yes. I did not mean ~o 
\ ' 

w take.issue: with that. What I had,in:mind, what was: worrying 

21 m& was the notion that perhaps vented containments or core 
. ' . 

22 catchers would become ~ basis for siting closer to large 

· 23 population cen_ters, and that plants that had those features 

24 would be allowed to.be sited in ~~re densely populated areas. 

25 There might come a time when - and of course when 
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1 we are talking about new plants we are obviously talking 

2 about sometime in the future -:but there may.come a time 

3 when we are comfortable in the. sense that we know ·enough 

4,about hov.thos~.features would.work to permit some 

. : 19 

5 relaxation of siting. criteria. But I do not think we are 

6 there. yet. 

7 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: The siting rule would have 

a some statement about exotic safeguards. My inclination is 

9 that if" we are unwilling. to talk about safeguards, then the 

10 siting• rule that is under· development now is not a proper 

1'1 one either. We are going backwards, we are going to the 

12:place:whera reactors did not have cdoling systems, emergency 

13 cooling systems; did not have back-up residual heat renewal 

. 14 systems; did not have containment •. 

15 If we are going that far back, and that is what I 

16 get when I hear the statement "no engineered safety 

17 features." 

18 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: That is ndt what I.had in 

19 mind. 

20 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: That is what I am afraid some 

21 people are actually thinking of. The other thing they do 

22 not want to do is· so discourage improvements in the systems 

~we have.that we stagnate. 

24 . . COMMISSIONER BRAD.FORD·: I se.e what you are saying. 

25 CHAIRMAN PA'LLA·DINO: So, I am not pushing for 
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1 gradioie schemes_to improve safeguards yet, I would hate: to 

2 see· us· discourag.e innovation or fai1 to take advantage of 

3 the fact that.the- siting rules that we are· now working· on do 

4 better on engineered safety features. 

5 

6 

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Yes. 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: N6w,·if you are willing for. 

7- us_ to. try. to construct something in that framework --

8 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD' Sure. Within the confines 

9,of .the statute. 

10 CHAIRMAN ~ALLADINO: I had trouble with the 

11 statute,. too.becaue I do not think they intended what.they 

. 12 finally came out with;. 

· 13, COMMISSION.ER AHEARNE: . I am not .sure,· and the 

14 reason I am .. not sure is· that a· lot of the arguments you just 

15 made were ones· that r know I and some others made at the 

16· time the statute. was· being put. together. 

17 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well, then mayb~ you know 

18 what they meant •. 

19 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:. Now, whether they went 

20 ahead without· .listening to what we were saying; or went 

21 ahead, . .listened, unders.tood and then decided we: were wrong, 

22 that I do not know. 

23 I agree with'the:points you just made. I.was 

· 24" merely raising th"e· question· that before we issue,· "Here is 

25 NRC policy," we ought to at least address, are we saying 
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1 that· our po1icy·~s to go against something that is in the 

2 stabute. 

3 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: That is a good.point. I 

4 think we'. have to watch how w~ .say· that. 

5 

6 

Claui;Jhte.) 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: We· might also want some 

7 advice· from. 1.egaL counsel as to. the continuing effect of 

a that authorization· bill. 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: That's right. 

21 

9-

10 MR~ BICKWIT: Our advice on these matters.has been 

11 that you are not bound to the authorization .bill. of the 

12 previous year as a .. strictly 1egal matter. 

13 CHAIRMAN 2ALLADINO: This does ont mean we want ~o 

14 ignore it. 

15 

16 

M·R. BICUlIT: That is- right. 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: ·. Because it does have a 

17 ctincept in there where they are trying to emphasi~e 

18 demographics as a primari £eature, and that I could 

19 understand. ·What I had difficulty with, both in the 

20 implim~ntation of that and what I believe is behind it ~s 

21 that one should not consider engineered safeguards at all. 

22 That was my impression. 

~ COMMISSIONER AH~ARNE: I believe that.the part of 

24 the.debate in.the past:which now has been compressed into a 

.25 few sentences •. Part of that debate is wh_ether· you can· take 
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1 a site which you wou1d reject on the groun~s of any of the 

2 other criteria - Ravenswood, for examp1e - and say, "No, we 

3 are going to accept it because we wi11 come up with some 

4 unique.plant~specific provisions~" It was that concern, I 

5 know, that originated the drive to eliminate it. 

6 

7 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Yes, that I can understand. 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: The other strong effort to 

8 eliminate it came from within the NRC. Bill, you recall, 

9 the NRC staff that was working on siting criteria eventually 

10 came up·with a proposal to eliminate all con~ection between 

11 the engineering design and the site. The teason they did 

12 that was not because they disagreed with the philosophy you 

1a just said, Joe~ The reason they did that is, they concluded 

14 that it was just too hard a problem to resolve· in a 

15 rulemaking,.how.you would do·the connection. 

16 So, after five years of effort they decided to 

17 chuck it and proposed a separation. 

18 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Yes,._. but the separation. is 

19.sort of artificial. 

20 

21 

COMMISSIONER AHEABNE: Of course. 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: It just says, "Ve are going 

22 to accept the status quo of engineered safety features and 

~are now going.to look at demographics." 

24 I say that already admits to engineered safety 

25 features. 
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1 COM!ISSIONER AHEARHE: Oh,·yes. 

2 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Once you have admitted it, it 

3 is a little bit. like· prostitution,. how far do you want to 

4 go, I. mean, what is your price? 

5 

6 

(Laughter.) 

. CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:· But I agree, it. has to be 

7 handled delicately. But I do not want. to leave it out 

a because I ·think it is one• of the points that could lead. us 

g to an erroneous conclusitin. 

10 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE~ Yes, I would endorse 

11 inc1uding it,. but I think expanding it a bit. 

' 12 

13 

CHAIRMAN· PALL'ADINO' All right. 

COIUlISSIOlfER .AHEARNE: I. would also want to make 

14. sure Forrest .. talks. to Len and see if he can perhaps word 

15.that.in some way that does not make- it look so obvious that 

16 we have decided to use the legal. rationale that. one year's 

17 authotization•language does n6t connect any of the others. 

18 Many authorizing com~ittee members, while they may 

19 agree with th~t legally, ~ill tak~ some offehse to that • 

20 . COifMTSSIONER BRADFORD: Well, also, they will 

~ ~imply_re~enact it again. 

22 

23 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: They may ·not be able· to. 

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: The other point, of 

·24 course, is. a rule that is developed in response· to .a · 

25 particular y.ear • s authorization, even• if the bil.1 itself. has 
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t lapsed, is going to be. read as having been set in motion· 

2 with·anintent to comply with it, so that there is going to 

3 be.some vague.carry""."over, even if it is not·specific. 

4 CHAIRMAN PALLA.DINO&. That is why I said~ I just do 

5 not' think we oug.ht. to be entirely indifferent. to that. 

. 6 

7 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE•- Yes • 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINn: But !:would like: to clarify 

a.it a little bit. 

9· 

10 

COMMISSIONER .AHEARNE:. Right. 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINOL Now~ there are a nu~ber of 

11 questions tht r think are addressed either to Remick ·or the 

12 EDO. For example,. it raised the· question on NRC reviewing 

13. the· Three Mi.l.e· Isl.and pl.ant within. three months •. · I thi.nk 

14 that cam~ fro~ Bernie Schneid~r~ · Your question here was --

15 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:. Mt question was~ is that 

16 real.istic that we. will be. review and·· decide on the .merits of 

17 the plant· within th.ree months.. That is not a question to 

18 you, it.· is on.page 1'3, dpwn·near the bottom. 

19 

20 

CHAIRMAN. PALLADINO:. About the: sixth line. 

.. MR. DIRCKS: I guess the reaction was, the 

21 technical review can be done, but, say, any public comment 

22 review· and an:y· rev i.ews by the. Commission, I guess, would 

23 have to. be factored in our comments. 

. 24. 

25 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE :,, •But this. says the NRC • 

MR. DIRCKS' Yes. The technica1.review, I thihk 
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1 can be done. 

2 COMMISSIONER AHEABHE: As we know on.this issue, 

3 that has not necessarily been the limiting fictor. 

4 MR. DIRCKS:. That is why we are going to feed 

5 these date problems- back in. 

6 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Righ~. 

7 CHAIRMAN -PALLADINO: I picked that -up as typical 

a of some of th.e date problems •. 

9 CdHMISSIONER AHEARNE~ Yes. 

10 CHAIR~AN PALLADINO: But there is one that I think 

11 has' some-policy· implications and I think we ought to talk 

12 about, that_ for a few minutes. That. is. on page 11 on the 

13 storaqe and. disposal... of nucl.ear waste. 

14 How~ there ve talk both about th~.waste confiden6e 

.-
15 

16 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: .Item 1, the waste 

· 11 confidence. for planning_ guidance, I· was merely saying __ that 

18 we will complete in the proposed rulemaking. 

19 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: -But. down in this paragraph 

20 your suggestion.would be wit~ No •. 1._ 

21 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:. Correct. 

22 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO; At.the bottom w~ say, 0 A 

23 per~an•nt repository site will be ~elected andf a license 

'24 application to -obtain construction authorization will be 

25 submitted -to the NRC as early -as mid-FY 85." 
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2 

COMMISSIONER AHEABNE: I did not touch that. 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINOi Now we come to the sentence 

3 that follows. "Duration of the NRC review and hearing 

4 process should permit a decision on_ the issuing a 

26 

5 construction authorization by January" - I ihink it was 1988. 

6 Now the question is.v. should we have it that way or 

7 within four yeats. receiving the license application from 

a DOE, and what the implications are. 

9 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE' What I did was try to go 

10 back through information_that I received, that the 

11 Commission has received from NMSS and also some of the 

12 testimony NMSS has given on what are the stages that they 

13 have to go through once they received a license 

14 application- That includes developing their review, putting 

15 out the SER and then going to the hearing. That time frame 

16 is about four years •. 

17 Now, I did not want to pin a date. So, there are 

18 really two issues here, one is wehat date and the other is 

19 the length of the time. I did not want to put a date in 

20 because the date that we complete is going to be driven 

21 inexorably by the date that DOE comes ino 

22 I believe that although.there are some bills that 

23 have been going around saying '85, DOE, I believe, is 

24 telling some people in the Congress that they cannot meet 

25 that. 
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1 So, I do not want to get-us in a situation that we 

2 are in a11: too often,. for example, with EPA. We qet a fixed 

3 calendar date independent of the date that is really driving 

4 us. -We are: readier in situations·where we are·uv front of 

5.EPA on· things that.we-really logically should have waited 

6 for EPA- But they just did not move. 

7 In ths particular case-we clearly.have_ to-wait for 

8 the application t~ come in in order for ouc ~recess to go. 

9 So, the first thing is; I think we ought to say whatever the 

10 time is there, it-ought to be so much time of receiving othe 

11 license. 

12 CHAIRMAN - PALLADINO.: I would· have no problem_ with 

13 that.. The reason I. recal.1- there are several policy 

14: questions is, I . th.ink one of· the bills - and I he.si ta te_. to 

15 try to remember which. number it was - had two years and nine 

16 months in there, and we did.-comment that that was rather· 

17 tight. I was really rai~ing:it to ask th~ question of 

18 whether or not we should be trying to meet a target that 

19 Congress says in. a law:which-·has not passed yet, -or whether 

20 we shoul.d be putting in there what we reall.y mean. 

21 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: My understanding of the 

22 message ·we gave to_ the Congress was, it would be very 

23.tight. Certainiy, .we would do our best to meet it. If 

-~there is a law we.will always do our best to meet it. 

25. But I think for planning guidance what we are 
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· 1 telling. the. staff,. what do we realistically expect·. them to 

2 do. We ought to be telling them what we really, 

3 realistically, expect them to.be able:to do. 

4 My best. estimate, at least from what L have seen 

5 is, unless we want in the Planninq Guidance to assume the 

6 interim licensing· for the repository, and if that is the 

7 assumption, it should be explicit. 

8 But without·that assumption I·do n6t think they 

9 can ·.make· the· two and-a-half years. 

10 CHAIRKAN·PALLADINO: I was going to ask two 

11 questions. One, see if "the EDO thinks· this is about the 

12 right time~ and two, whether the Commission would 
. ! 

13 countenance putting in there a statement that if 

14 congressional. action takes place that we would have to 

15 re-examine our capabilities·versus the schedules shown in 

16 whatever legislation is passed. 

This is another way· of keeping the options open. 

18 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I guess I vould have no 

19 problem wi.th a statement - whether it is here or a general. 

20 statement~ that as Vic. has often said, we of course are 

21 going to.try our best to obey the law. 

22 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: That is the sentence I wanted. 

23 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: Riqht. My concern is.that 

24 we· ought to. recognize· and the· staff ought to recognize that 

25 we recognize wha:t is a. realistic schedule. 
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1 CHAIRMAN PALL'ADINO: We have told them they time 

2 they. had and it. was not long enough. 

3 COMMISSIONER AHEABNE: That is right~ This is now 

4 speaking to. the staff, "How do you plan?" I think it. harms 

5 us and it harms the effectiveness of the staff's work if we 

6 in speaking to staff tell them to do somthing which. is 

7 really unrealistic. - they know it is· unrealistic and we know 

a it is unrealistic. 

9 So, I would put in the· kind of first point I made,. 

10 of course we. wil.l do: our best to try to obey the law, 

11 whatever the law. ends up saying. 

12 MB. REMICK: Jack Martin has expressed concern 

13·with this very thing that you are talking about. He is very 

• 14: much concerned abo.ut the two years and. nine months as not 

15 being adequate. 

16 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I·am positive the only way 

11-we can make a two-iear nine~month schedule is if we have 

1aint~rim licensing legislation which says that we will issue 

19 the permit· before the hearing is over •. 

20 MB. DIRCKS~ And the other point_we keep 

21 stre~sing, I th~nk we.mentioned it to Congress too, it 

22 really depends on the quality and acceptability of the DOE 

23 submission. If it is.a poor submission, hastily put 

24 together to meet a date; that really will then extend our 

25 ~rocess out considerably. 
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1 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well, does the four years 

2 seem reasonable to you? 

3 COMMISSIONER AHEABNE: I put that together from 

4 the information r had. You have to go back and check 

5 MR. DIRCKS: I think we also try to condition it 

6 on a satisfactory or acceptable DOE submission. 

7 

8 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Yes, that is a good point. 

COMMISSIONER AHEABNE: What about the change from 

9 five to.three sites. for purposes of characterization? Last 

10 year's PPG said five~ 

11 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Incidentally, it was 

12 suggested we take all this history out. This, I think, 1.s a 

13 history based on the recent --

14 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I think Peter's point 

15 probably, if I could~rephrase it differently, is that the 

16 rule that we· put out requires 

17 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: I do not recall whether 

18 the rule requires a particular number of sites to be 

19 characterized. 

20 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Did the rule say three, or 

21 five? 

22 MR. DIRCKS: Three to five, I think. It had a 

23 range in there, more than three. 

24 

25 

COMMISSIONER AHEABNE: More than three? 

MR. DIRCKS: No, between three and five. I think 
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it. was. a range. 
I 

2 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I am.not sure. I know I 

3 pushed hard for three, Peter pushed hard· for five, and he 

4 won. 

5 MR~ DIRCKS: You.mean_ in the guidance. 

6 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE~ I thought in the ru1e, 

7 also. It ought to certainly fo11ow the. ru1e. 

8 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: The part of the rule I 

9 remember is the three sites business -- what I said about 

10 sites_ to bes characterized I don't recall. But I wondered 

11 •why, since· last. years PPG said five, I wondered why• were 

12 were go.ing to from five. to three this tinie. 

. 13 MR. CORNELL~ The last budget we_ put together, the 

14FY 8~ budget, the assumption was there in terms of budgetin~ 

15 resourc.es processing three sites •. When we pu.t the - '83 

16 budget. together there was a three site assumption in that, 

17 and I suspect that is what.· that nuurber means. 

18 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Why don't w~ ask OP to look 

19 at the rule if there is something that changed. 

20 COMMISSIONER. BRADFORD: Yes. 

21 COMMISSIONER AHEABNE~ It may be that '85 is the 

22 time. 

23 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Maybe that is what it is. 

24- I assume· that the· five. appeared in the -first place .because 

25 that was what DOE was at that time:proposing to do. If we 
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1 get just the three now, does that mean that DOE has slipped 

2· two, eliminated. two? 

3 

4. goes on 

5 

6 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Well, certainly as time 

COMMISSION.ER AHEARNE: As it gets closer to •as. 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE~ As it gets closer to '85 it 

7 is less· likely that there will be· more than· three sites 

a characterized.~-

9 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I think that is· what DOE is 

10: plannning. 

MR. DIRCKS: I think this is in .the legislation, 

12 too, the two. or three bills that are kicking around up there. 

13' ·CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I do think even though it was 

14 s·uggested we cross all that , out since. it is not policy,. I 

15 think the basis-on which we are proceeding should be 

16 included. 

17 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: This has nothing to do with 

18 the waste management. What I crossed out.was on waste 

19 confidence procedure. This whole section is on the.waste 

20 .confidence. 

21 MR. R£MICK: And you did re-introduce waste 

22 confidence as Item 1 in the Plannl.ng Guidance. 

23 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Right because it did not 

24 seem to me that the history of the, waste confidence 

25 proceed~ng was a valid .part of policy, whereas the Planning 
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1 Guidance would be that we-are going to finish it. That was 

2 my intent. 

3 

4 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO~ Any other points on the PPG? 

Aii right, thank.yo~ very much. We look forward 

5 to· the redraft. 

6 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: I am sure you have been 

7 just through the first and last televised PPG meeting. 

8 

9 

(Laughter.) 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I have a feeling that it is 

10 going to appear in connection with a different subject. 

11 

12 

Thank you, we will stand adjourned. 

{Where~pon, at 3:55 p.m. the meeting of the 

13 Commission adjourned •. ) 

14 
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